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About This Game

Immerse Creator is a collaborative VR environment where you can create 3D models, architectural spaces, free-form sketches,
leave notes, and access a library of high quality assets. While our goal is to introduce increasingly sophisticated 3D modeling

tools, Immerse Creator is initially releasing with a very simple and easy to learn 3D sketching system.

We will soon be launching mulit-player mode, which will open the door to a whole new world of collaborative creativity.
Subscribers to multi-player will be given a private passcode to their scene, similar to a conference call dial-in, which they can

share with others they wish to join them.

A non-VR 'viewer' mode will also be distributed for free, which will enable those without a VR headset to explore Immerse
scenes.
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immerse creator. immerse creator vr

Thomson Interactive have done it again!

Another absolute barn storming add-on. I had no hesitation in spending the \u00a324.99 asking price after how good the Albula
line add-on was. I was not dissapointed!

If you buy this you also have the added benefit of additional rolling stock for the Albula Line!. Game starts out initially
interesting, with graphics you would expect from an indie game. Approximately 5 sectors in it deleted all my progress and
forced me to start over (so imo it wasn't worth my time)

Pros:
----------
You utilize your brain to solve puzzles
There is more than five kinds of puzzles
Theres combat mixed in to your puzzles
Cons:
-----------
- Glitchy targeting\/fps
-Sometimes you will get stuck falling through the map over and over again until you can quickly reset to last checkpoint or
restart level before dying again.
-Possibility of losing all progress, which really isn't too challenging, is time consuming.
-Graphics caused eye cancer, although I expected poor graphics.
-After three sectors you've basically seen every challenge the game has to offer
-Albeit there is more than 5 types of puzzles, they recycle endlessly after sector 3. This is a decent Point & Click game if you
can tolerate completely absurd puzzles but it wasn't for me.. Demo Version or Part 1: Easy breezy adventure puzzle game.
Pleasant to play.. This is one of those games where we need a neutral review option. Cool style and concept, but week
mechanically and easily exploited. Try on a sale.
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Once you get the hang of it, Its a brilliant game! If you like puzzles and want to watch the world crash around you.

I do find that there should be more time for lvl completion, But hey i might suck so it may be long enuff!

The Weapons are fun and once got used to are 'AWSOME' weapons of death! hehehe :). The campaign is kind of frustrating
due to the 3 Koi-Koi requirements for Gold medals in the stages near the end as well as the AI's tendency to stop instead of
calling Koi-Koi when behind. On the plus side, the stages are easy to retry. I do wish there was an easier way to restart matches
than completing them, but as each match is only 3 hands, it goes by quickly even when you know you will fail. It does lead to
some epic 3 Koi-Koi calls in one hand though!

Koi-Koi is a really fun game, so the expansion overcomes the my minor concerns, especially considering the price. The artwork
of the prints is nice, and the new themes are pretty cool too.. Enigmatis: The Shadow of Karkhala is the third and last game of
the series. The story continues with you traveling to find the preacher and stop his evil plans. It took me about nine hours to
finish the game with all of the achievements (including going through the game three more times to get the rest of the
achievements).

I think the developers have improved even more from the previous game. The cinematics, design, atmosphere, and music were
all very nice and immersive. The voice acting improved even more. One of the characters' audio sounded like it wasn't recorded
in a sound room, because the quality wasn't as great as with the other characters, but it wasn't too bad because that particular
character didn't have much time in the game.

I very much enjoyed playing the game, and I recommend it to HOG fans. Since this is the last of the trilogy, I feel like I should
say whether or not I think the whole series is worth a buy. The first one is sub-par, the second one is mostly standard, and the
third one is above average. Since, in my reviews, I have recommended two of the three games, I think it would be the best price
to get the bundle of the three on a sale.. its fun and a good time killer at times, my only problem is i cant find a server. Not bad ,
but the game can't run smoothly even in low settings! After all still love the game :). Gravity Ghost is a beautiful physics
platformer wrapped around a sweet and touching story. I'd rather not go into the story as it unfolds slowly and anything I say
about it might be a spoiler.

Pros:

Super gorgeous artwork
Fun music
Novel gameplay
Wonderful story

Cons:

Controls can be a little annoying especially when trying to catch a star in a specific location
Story gets revealed slowly with lots of metaphors
Game kinda short

I recommend this game for anyone looking for an original experience, fun gameplay, and a great story.. And another game
played from the Pixel Puzzles Franchise.
Not much different from Pixel Puzzles 2: Anime except the pictures.
A little difference comes in place when you want to get some help solving the puzzles. There are rocket parts floating around.
You decide to put them together to build a rocket, or use them to get hints about orientation or position of a puzzle piece.

I really like, that it had achievements for solving every puzzle without using the rocket pieces to get hints. They were not too
hard to solve, the biggest with 350 pieces took me around 3 hours. The smaller one with 60 pieces only 10-15 minutes.

I didn't like a bug at puzzles with 220+ pieces, where pieces at the edge of the puzzle board dropped below the board, if they
were not in the correct spot. Often you either had to pick them up instantly, or you have to shuffle the floating pieces by
pressing the 'S'-key, because they were stuck under the board.
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I was glad to not have a similar minigame as we had it with the Undead-Puzzle.

8/10, recommended for every jigsaw fan
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